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Abstract
This project covers important information about transgender Americans and their relationship
with the legal system. The website reviews a timeline of important federal and state court cases
that clarify or have an impact on transgender rights. The site also covers important facts about
medical and employment discrimination laws, including resources, precedents and arguments for
lawyers to use to secure a medical transition treatment or file an employment discrimination
lawsuit. Finally, the site provides a variety of other resources about state laws and other
psychological journals that discuss transgender issues.
Keywords: transgender legal rights, American law, psychology of transgender people,
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Written Explanation/Reflection
For my senior honors thesis, I created a website (translegalaid.net) that compiles
information about laws as they pertain to transgender people in a way that will be beneficial to
lawyers representing transgender clients. As a trans person and aspiring lawyer, this project is
very important to me. Throughout my time at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, the parts pf
my education I’ve enjoyed the most were the classes and projects that allowed me to look at
issues through a lens of intersectionality. From my freshman honors seminar about gender and
the law in America to my course about the history of sexuality, I’ve learned a great deal about the
history of women and queer people when it comes to the law. I’ve researched and written papers
on the psychological impacts of being assigned to a prison that does not align with one’s gender
identity and the dark history of forced sterilization of Latina women in California.
Something I’ve noticed while writing these papers and participating in these courses, as
well as my own outside research, is how little historical and legal research there is concerning
the transgender population of America. As an aspiring lawyer who will be starting at the
University of Colorado Law in the fall, I knew I wanted my final project for my undergraduate
education to be just as intersectional as the other projects I’ve completed during my time here.
So I put together this website that lawyers can use when working with transgender people in
hopes that I can fill in some gaps in information or point people toward more information on the
subject.
I believe it is fairly obvious why this project is needed, but in case it is not, I will explain
more. As I explain on my website, transgender Americans have the least legally protected rights
of any group of people in this country. Trans people are under attack in a multitude of states. In
Texas, Arkansas and Idaho, there are laws which are being written, passed, or are already in law

that prevent trans children from receiving gender-affirming medical care. There are no landmark
court cases that set a precent about this issue. Though not all transgender individuals will choose
to undergo medical treatment, early access to puberty blockers or hormones can have a huge
impact in a trans child's life. A lawyer who is willing to take on these challenges and help ensure
that child can live their life in a body they want will be much better prepared in court if they
understand the motivations and research behind transgender youth transitioning treatments,
which is the work my project collects and presents for them. Transgender children’s rights are
also under attack in Illinois and Iowa, as “biology” is used as an excuse to exclude transgender
girls from sports while at the same time the government is withholding access to “biological”
treatments for trans children.
A similar strain of logic applies to my other main focus, workplace harassment and
discrimination. Unlike medical issues, there are multiple Supreme Court cases that explicitly
protect queer people from being fired or discriminated against on account of their sexuality or
gender identity, but these cases are overseen by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, a federal commission, that often does not have time to process and follow up on
harassment or discrimination claims. Part of the issue is that the EEOC is responsible for all
workplace discrimination cases, and after the Civil Rights Act of 1964, their responsibility grew
as their employment numbers remained stagnant. It can take months for a complaint file to even
be considered, and there is no promise of monetary relief. This is where independent civil
lawyers can come in. Since the EEOC isn’t always able to pick up these discrimination cases,
individual lawyers have an opportunity to make a significant impact on an individual’s life by
litigating for compensary damages such as front pay, back pay, lost benefits and even emotional
distress or punitive damages on behalf of their transgender client.

My website obviously cannot provide a comprehensive overview of everything related to
transgender people and the law. However, I believe this project has provided readers, hopefully
future lawyers, with valuable insights in regard to medical care and employment discrimination
when it comes to transgender people.
Some of the biggest challenges I faced when completing this project had to do with lack of
resources. Even though part of the inspiration for this website came from the laws being passed
in states like Texas that limit transgender people’s rights, trans people and the law aren’t thought
about all that often in academic literature. In fact, when I was researching information about
employment discrimination, the majority of the studies I found had to do with “LGBT” workers,
but all the data was actually from cis queer people.
Another issue I ran into was the fact that my faculty advisors did not have any experience
with an applied project thesis, so it was difficult to set guidelines and standards to adhere to as I
progressed in my project. It was also difficult and confusing to navigate the College of Arts &
Sciences’ guidelines compared to the honors programs’ guidelines. I regularly received emails
with deadline updates and information and forms attached that provided me with what I needed
to be doing, but since I had no similar direction from the honors department, I worried that I may
have been going in the wrong direction with my project. However, as a writing consultant at the
Writing Center and senior opinion editor of the Daily Nebraskan, I didn’t really have time to try
and make two different projects to cater to each of these institution’s needs; I just had to hope
that what I did held up to the honors program’s standards.
However, I did learn a great deal from this project, and I am grateful for this opportunity to
do research into an area that needed more attention. The fact that I was applying to law schools
in the fall gave me the motivation to get started with a lot of the research and initial planning

during the summer. Being able to have a plethora of knowledge about the previous research
made it easier to talk about the project in my application essays and interviews, and it has helped
me be more informed about current events as it pertains to laws being introduced or passed about
transgender children.
The most difficult part of my project was assembling my information together into a website.
I don’t have much skill with web design, but I wanted my project to be a website because that
would be the most accessible to future lawyers and easiest to disseminate. To that end, I had to
do a lot of pre planning about how I wanted to present my information on the website. Then I
had to make sure that the formatting lined up, and even though I used some templates, the
formatting got messed up when I copy and pasted my text, so I ended up having to type in all of
the information directly into the website.
After I put all the information in, I had to fiddle around and make sure it was all easy to read.
I had to ask a lot of my coworkers if things were looking okay, and my advisors didn’t have
much experience in graphic design, so they were unsure how to help. I ended up spending a more
significant amount of time making it look presentable than I expected I would, and that made it
so that I didn’t feasibly have the time to expand on a couple of the topics I initially wanted to
expand on like housing discrimination and more background on the psychological vulnerabilities
of transgender people, how they’re more likely to have mental illnesses and addiction issues. I
wanted to take this information about vulnerabilities and use it as another page that explains
specifically to prosecutors who are prosecuting trans defendants, to make it more clear to these
prosecutors that they should treat trans defendants with care and compassion. However, I
ultimately decided that I wanted to focus my time on resources for lawyers who were actively
looking to help transgender clients, rather than targeting it toward people who do need to learn

this information, but are less likely to seek it out on their own, or be researching topics that will
lead them to my site.
After I had put all my information in my website, I reviewed it and decided to make some
major changes to the layout, which took several weeks to complete. Then, I decided that the
website would look better if it consisted of mostly bullet points and I attached a longer written
document about specific advice and information about trans-specific medical care as well as
employment discrimination. When I presented this information to my advisors, they liked
everything I had, but one of them suggested that I make the psychological side of transgender
identity a larger point in the website (i.e., saying that I should talk about the psychological
diagnoses that trans people need to access medical care, and reinforcing the idea that transgender
identities are validated by the American Psychological Association). Though I know their main
inspiration for this was to bring more psychology into my project, I have a personal objection to
listing psychology facts to validate trans identities, so I told them I would not be able to do that.
Thankfully, my advisors understood, and did not press this point further.
All in all, I feel very proud of the work I’ve done on this project, and though it was hard, I’m
glad that the Honors program gave me this opportunity to make something that has so much
potential to help people and start a conversation about extremely important and timely issues in
our justice system today.
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